MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATION
(In compliance with rules and regulations pursuant to ORS 520)

Electric Resources Northwest       "Lemulay-Flies"      #11-36-36
(Company or Operator)               (Lease)                (Well No.)

Sec. ___, T. ___, R. ___        Surveyed Coordinates (if directional, BPL & SHL): ___N; ___E; ___N; ___E
(Southeast corner of Section __)

Wildcat: ___________ (or) Field Name: ___________ Gas Field: ___________ County: ___________

Date: August 15, 1996

Use this form for telephone applications to deepen, rework, abandon, or any other proposed procedure on an existing well.

This form becomes a permit when signed and dated by DOGAMI in the box below.

The present condition of the well, including complete casing record, is as follows:

CASING(S): 10-3/4" 32.75# H-40 cemented at 502'

7" 20# K-55 cemented at 1,839'

4-1/2" gravel packed liner from 1,789'-1,909'

PERFORATIONS: .010" gage wire wrapped portion of liner from 1.817'-1.907'

TUBING DETAIL: 60 joints of 2-7/8" 6.5# J-55 EUE tubing set at +1,761'.

Following is a detailed account of proposed work:

1. Circulate well to static condition and install 7-1/16" 3M BOPE.

2. Pull 4-1/2" wire wrapped liner. Fill hole with cement from 1,909'-1,850'. Run tubing and land at +1,792'.

3. Run in hole with 1-11 16" thru tubing gun and perforate 6 SPF ±60° off-center phased on 2 planes from 1,828'-1,843'.

4. Return well to sales line.

DOGAMI approved: AUG 15, 1996

CALL DOGAMI TO WITNESS PRESSURE TEST OR FUNCTION TEST OF BOPE.

by

Spacing Unit